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                                                            Paul R. Anstey, Inc. MARINE SURVEYOR 

                                                               YACHT DESIGNER AND CONSULTANT 

                                                                       1401 NE 9th Street, #57 

                                                                      Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304 

                                                                               (954) 270 1949 

VESSELS NAME: JINGLES                           DATE: December 9, 2017            TYPE: sloop FILE NUMBER: 14137 

MODEL: Nantucket Island 38 

TO: Woody Chain, 1660 Whalebone Drive, Kalispell, MT 59901 

GENERAL 

REG. NO: 96398 HULL NUMBER: HHG38035G58  HAIL PORT: Fort Lauderdale REG.PORT: Fort Lauderdale 

OWNER: James R. Engle Fort Lauderdale     SURVEYED AT: Indiantown Marina 

L.O.A.: 37.58'      L.W.L.: 31.75'       BEAM: 12.12'       GRS TON: 15      NET TON: 13       BALLAST: internal 

YEAR: 1985         DRAFT: 5.5'           BUILDER: Ho Hsing FRP LTD CO Taiwan              DESIGNER: Peter Cole  

MKT VALUE: $136,000                                                                                                       REPL. VALUE: $245,000 

NAV LIMITS: coastal islands and offshore     CURRENT USE: pleasure         CURRENT BERTH: Indiantown 

CAPTAIN: owner                                                 USCG LICENSE: not reported 

HULL 

TOPSIDES: fiberglass    CONDITION: good                                       BOTTOM: fiberglass      CONDITION: good 

FRAMES: partitions and bulkheads   CONDITION: good                DECKS: fiberglass          CONDITION: good 

FLOORS: fiberglass   CONDITION: good                                            FASTS: fiberglass           CONDITION: good 

DECK BEAMS: fiberglass   CONDITION: good                                   STEM: curved                CONDITION: good 

STERN: transom    CONDITION: good                       RUDDER: fiberglass and st.st.              CONDITION: good 

KEEL:  FRP encapsulated lead    CONDITION: good                CENTERBOARD: none           CONDITION: n/a 

WORM SHOE: fiberglass   CONDITION: good                                   SKEG: fiberglass            CONDITION: good 
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INTERIOR:  

WOODWORK: teak bulkheads, cabinetry, joinery, doors, fronts and trim, oiled              CONDITION: good 

COUNTER TOPS: laminate   CONDITION; good               SINK: composite granite black   CONDITION: good   

HEADLINERS: vinyl overhead, teak trim   CONDITION: good       BULKHEADS: 6 partial   CONDITION: good 

BILGE: painted    CONDITION: good     BILGE PUMPS: 2 Rule- 1 2500 GPH, 1 1500GPH   CONDITION: good 

VENTILATION: 8- 12v 3sp fans    CONDITION:  good        SUPERSTRUCTOR.: fiberglass   CONDITION: good 

PORTHOLES: 10-stainless steel/glass   CONDITION: good         HATCHS : 4-alum/plexi    CONDITION: good 

UPHOLSTERY CUSHIONS/MATTRESSES:   Blue Microfiber Suede (look new)                    CONDITION: good 

SPARS AND RIGGING 

MASTS: one aluminum  CONDITION: good     BOOMS: aluminum main and spinnaker   CONDITION: good 

STANDING RIGGING: stainless steel CONDITION: good  CHAIN PLATES: stainless steel  CONDITION: good 

RUNNING RIGGING: stainless steel and Dacron CONDITION: good 

SAILS: Dacron CONDITION: good where inspected  

SMALL BOATS/DINGYS 

TYPE: rigid bottom inflatable MATERIAL: Hypalon  MODEL: Apex SERIAL: ITC708488809 CONDITION: fair               

MOTOR: Mercury 6 MODEL: 4 stroke  SERIAL: not legible                                                       CONDITION:  fair 

FITTINGS AND EQUIPMENT 

STEERING: Lewmar folding wheel                                                                                               CONDITION: good                 

Hydraulic w/Auto pilot                                                                                                                  CONDITION: good 

EMERGENCY STEERING: tiller DECK FITS.: s/s,chrome, aluminum                                       CONDITION: good   

ANCHORS: 35# Stainless steel Bruce type, 35 # Delta, Fortress FX33 (storm)                   CONDITION: good 

GROUND TACKLE: Main-Bruce 500’ 3/8" chain, 2nd Delta 50’ 3/8" chain and 1000’ 3/4" rode,  Fortress 

FX33 50’ 3/8” chain and 1000’ 5/8” rode, (storm)                                                                  CONDITION: good             

WINDLASS: Maxwell 1500w/AutoAnchor 500C Chain Counter and Control                      CONDITION: good                

WINCHES:  4-Lewmar Self Tail cockpit mount, 2 halyard, 2 sheet, mast mount                CONDITION: good                                                     
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ELECTRONICS AND SAFTEY GEAR 

RADIOS: Standard Horizon Eclipse DSC+ GX1150                                                                   CONDITION:  good        

LOG/SPEED/DEPTH: Simrad IS20 Graphic Multifuntion Display                                           CONDITION: good 

AUTO PILOT: Simrad AP24/AP 28                                                                                               CONDITION: good 

AC/AC24 Autopilot Computer    RPU80/160/300 Reversible Auto Pilot Pump                   CONDITION :good 

COMPASS: KVH Sailcomp 103AC   Ritchie SR2 Venture Magnetic  Bulkhead Compass    CONDITION: good 

WINDSEED/DIRECTION Tachtick110 Solar Multifuntion/Solar Mast Top Wireless Sens CONDITION: good 

CHART PLOTTER: Garmin 4212/Monitor/GDL30A XM Weather/GDS22 Dig Sounder      CONDITION: good 

STEREO: EDIFIER R1700BT Bluetooth Bookshelf Audio Speakers                                         CONDITION: good 

CLOCK: Garmin Digital  BAROMETER: Garmin XM Weather                                                 CONDITION: good 

HORN: Portable  CONDITION: good                                                        SCHLITE: portable   CONDITION: good 

BELL: chrome  CONDITION: good                                                        LIFERING: horseshoe   CONDITION: fair 

LIFEJACKETS: 7 adult type I  CONDITION: good                                   LIFE RAFT: none        CONDITION: n/a 

FLARES: USCG Approved   Handheld and Flare Gun Type.                                                     CONDITION: good                                                                         

 

GALLEY 

LOCATION: aft salon port side,  all systems intact and functional, no apparent issues    CONDITION: good 

TYPE STOVE: LPG. Force 10 gas 3 burner & oven, Gimbaled, stove top pan holders        CONDITION: new                  

LINES AND REG.: flex and copper  w/ FIREBOY-XINTEX S-2A CNG Fume Detector            CONDITION: good 

NO. OF LPG TANKS: two fiberglass, one for stove, one for Barbeque                                  CONDITION: good 

TANK LOC: in aft deck locker SHUT OFF: on stove, on tank, solenoid                                  CONDITION: good 

MICROWAVE: none                                                           CONVECTION OVEN                        CONDITION: new 

COOKTOP: 120 volt Induction cooktop w/Stainless Steel Cookware                                   CONDITION: new 

REFRIGERATION:  Twin 12 volt  SeaFrost BD XP 80 systems, icebox and refrigerator      CONDITION: good 

HOT WATER: Isotemp Slimline 20L 120 Volt, w/Engine Heat Exchanger/Mixing Valve    CONDITION: new 

SINK: Pegasus Composite Black Granite/Euro Style Extendable Spray Faucet                   CONDITION: new  
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MECHANICAL 

PROPULSION: 2005 Phasor MODEL: P4-40-03, SER: 4W5855, 4 CYL 49HP KUBOTA      CONDITION: good 

TRANSMISION: 2005 ZF Industries ZF 25 M 2:1 Reduction w/ HURTH Gear Cooler        CONDITION: good 

APROX.SPEED/RPM:  6 knots @ 2000 RPM, 7 knots @ 3000 RPM  

ENG BEDS: fiberglass  stringers   CONDITION: good     ENGINE ROOM VENTILATION     CONDITION: good 

COOLING: fresh water heat exchangers   CONDITION: good   BILGE PAN: bilge only    CONDITION: good 

FLAME ARR: not applicable DRIP PAN: not applicable                                                          CONDITION: n/a 

FUEL PUMPS: mechanical and electric                                                                                     CONDITION: good 

FUEL FILTERS: primary RACOR R20P and secondary 2 MICRON Spin On                           CONDITION:  good   

FILTER BOWLS: metal and plastic                                                                                              CONDITION: good 

EXHAUST LINES/SILENCER: flex hose/plastic housing                                                           CONDITION: good   

COOLING SYSTEM: raw water/anti freeze                                                                               CONDITION: good 

ENG ALTERNATORS:  Balmar 40 Amp Standard, NEWAGE SL 12KW Secondary               CONDITION: good           

CONTROLS: Morse type                                                                                                               CONDITION: good            

SHAFT LOG: fiberglass and flex                                                                                                  CONDITION: good 

SHAFT SEAL: PSS Dripless Shaft Seal                                                                                         CONDITION: good 

SHAFT: 1.25" stainless steel                                                                                                        CONDITION: good 

STUB SHAFT: none                                                                                                                        CONDITION: n/a 

PROPELLER: VARIPROP three blade feathering  SPARE: none observed                             CONDITION: good 

STRUTS: none                                                                                                                                  CONDITION: n/a 

BEARINGS: cutlass rubber                                                                                                            CONDITION: good 

PROP PROTECTION: skeg                                                                                                              CONDITION: good 

BILGE PUMPS: one manual, 2 electric Rule 2500 and 1000 GPH                                          CONDITION: good 

BOW THRUSTER: Sleipner Sidepower SE80-185T                                                                    CONDITION: good 

HEAT PUMPS:  2- Forward/Aft Mermaid M-16CHP-R 16,500 BTUs Heat/Cool                  CONDITION: good 
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

AUX GENSET: one MAKE: Phasor KS3-8.0 KW Kubota D1105BGAM, 3CYL DIESEL          CONDITION: good 

LOCATION/INSTALLATION: Above main propulsion engine                                                CONDITION: good                  

VENTILATION/SOUND PROOFING:   Passive                                                                          CONDITION: good                       

VOLTAGE: 120 Volts, Single Phase, 60 Hertz, 8KW/100 AMP, 1800 RPM                         CONDITION: good 

ENG COOL: Raw Water/Anti Freeze Coolant Heat Exchanger System                               CONDITION: good 

EXHAUST LINES: 2” flex hose                                                                                                     CONDITION: good 

SILENCER: fiberglass                                                                                                                    CONDITION: good 

FLAME ARRESTOR: not applicable                                                                                            CONDITION: n/a 

FUEL PUMP: electric                                                                                                                    CONDITION: good 

FUEL FILTERS: primary RACOR R20P and secondary 2 MICRON Spin On                           CONDITION: good  

BATTERY CHARGER:  XANTREX FREEDOM 100AMP                                                              CONDITION: good 

FUSES/BREAKERS: individual                                                                                                     CONDITION: good 

SWITCH PANELS: DC by Nav Station/AC by Galley                                                                 CONDITION: good 

NAV.LIGHTS: 12volt  electric                                                                                                       CONDITION: good 

ANTENNAS: 2 GROUND: zinc anode only                                                                                 CONDITION: good 

BATTERIES: 5-12V AGM LIFELINE House Bank,  2-12V AGM Starting,  1-12V Aux            CONDITION: good 

LOCATION: below companionways steps, step acts as lid, in boxes with lids below aft/forward berths 

FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

EXSTINGUISHERS: 2.75# dry chemical galley, one same fore cabin, one same aft cabin CONDITION: good 

BUILT IN SYSTEM: none                                                                                                                CONDITION: n/a                                                                                                          
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TANKS 

FUEL TYPE: Diesel TANKS: one, CAPACITY: 80 gallons, LOCATION: below aft berth, SHAPE: to hull 

MATERIAL: fiberglass,  SECURED: good, BONDED: yes, FILLS: flex and chrome, VALVES: approved type, 

LOCATION: on tank, ACCESS: good, LINES: flex and copper, OVERFLOW RUNS: overboard, VENTS: good 

CONDITION: appears good  

WATER TANKS: one, CAPACITY: 110 gallons, LOCATION: below starboard settee, MATERIAL: stainless 

steel, SHAPE: rectangular and to hull, CONDITION: appears good 

BLACK WATER TANK: one,  CAPACITY: 50 gallons, LOCATION: below aft cabin settee and berth, SHAPE: 

to hull, MATERIAL: fiberglass,  SECURED: good, BONDED: yes, FILLS: flex and PVC, VALVES,  approved 

type, LOCATION, near tank and in heads, ACCESS: good, LINES: PVC, and rubber, OVERFLOW RUNS: 

overboard, VENTS, good, CONDITION: appears good 

US GOVERNMENT REQUIREMENTS 

VESSEL COMPLIANCE: yes 

This is two part report and shall not be complete without remarks and recommendations. The above 

vessel is deemed to be a good fire and marine risk. 

SANITATION SYSTEMS   

This vessel is equipped with twin heads which are SeaLand brand Vacuflush. This system is unique in 

that it uses a 12 volt electric motor to drive a bellows which creates vacuum, which is stored in a special 

tank. When the tank builds enough vacuum it shuts off, until the next time someone flushes a head. The 

vacuum sucks the effluent into the system rapidly, essentially macerating waste as what goes into the 

3/4” diameter hole in the head. This process keeps the plumbing system from plugging as the rest of the 

plumbing is much larger. If it is going to plug up, it will do it before passing through the head, where it is 

easier to clear. This avoids many of the nightmares of other marine head issues.  The system works well 

as long as there is enough fresh water in the bowl and there are no leaking seals in the heads. It’s 

important to keep the seals lubricated and not allowed them to dry out, or scale to build up on the 

rotating ball in the head.  Adding vegetable oil to the toilet when the vessel is not being used for more 

than a couple weeks will help keep the seals pliable and not lose vacuum.  The waste in the black tank 

can be removed by being sucked out, it is important not to let the tank become overfull as the vent can 

become plugged and restrict the air from entering into the tank as the vacuum pulls the waste out of the 

tank when its being pumped. The Tankwatch 4 monitor system in the aft head will show the level in the 

black water tank, if it turns red, you must pump out. This vessel has a T Series Discharge Pump which will 

allow self-discharge when at least 12 miles offshore. Federal law prohibits discharging of waste in 

coastal US waterways. To avoid being fined by the USCG, you must remove the handle from the waste 

through-hull in coastal waters!  This is located under the sink in the rear head. Zip tie the handle to the 

fresh water line so you can find it later.  
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PAUL R. ANSTEY, INC. MARINE SURVEYOR YACHT DESIGNER AND CONSULTANT, 1401 NE 9th               

Street, #57, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304 (954) 270 1949 

 

REPORT OF SURVEY  Remarks and recommendations for "JINGLES" a 1985 Nantucket Island 38’ Yacht. 

The survey report was conducted subject to the following conditions: That it is agreed and understood 

that neither this corporation nor any of its directors or employees is to be held responsible in any 

circumstances whatsoever and in any way for any error in judgment, negligence, or default, nor for any 

omission, misrepresentation, misstatement or inaccuracy in the report. The survey is carried out for the 

party requesting and paying for the survey and is not to be considered valid except for those listed on 

the survey under “TO:” Payment for the survey shall be construed to be an acceptance of the above 

conditions. 

The sloop "JINGLES" was surveyed in dry dock at Indiantown Marina, Indiantown, on December 9, 2017. 

A trial run was neither requested nor conducted, therefore, no equipment was tested. 

There was no indication that any equipment was in other than good working order. 

 

INTERIOR 

Inspection of the vessel was made to all accessible areas. There are inaccessible areas behind ceilings, 

soles, linings, engines, tanks, batteries, etc.. All appeared to be in good condition with the following 

exceptions, findings and recommendations: 

The fiberglass bonding of the bulkheads, partitions and engine beds was inspected, where accessible. All 

appeared to be in good condition with no signs of movement or delamination. 

 The seacocks should be thoroughly cleaned, lubricated and be proven to be in proper working order. 

Sea cocks and stuffing boxes should be inspected at frequent intervals. 

 The aft bilge pump appeared to be in working order. The forward pump should be proven. The 

pumps are adequate in number for a vessel of this size. The bilges are dirty. They should be thoroughly 

cleaned. 

Inspection of the fuel and water tanks, where accessible, revealed all to be in good condition. 
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The fuel and water tanks were not full at the time of the survey; therefore the surveyor was not able to 

prove them leak free. 

The engine and generator were inspected, where accessible, externally. All was found to be in good 

condition with no obvious signs of fuel, oil, or water leaks. 

The engine and generator should be thoroughly serviced. The oil, filters, coolant, hoses, belts, etc. 

should be replaced as necessary. 

 The fire extinguishers should be serviced and recertified (due to a recall they may require 

replacement, or be eligible for free replacement). This should be repeated on an annual basis. 

The steering gear was inspected. All appeared to be in good condition and to be in working order. 

DECKS AND SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The decks and superstructure were inspected. All appeared to be in good condition with the following 

exceptions, findings and recommendations The decks and superstructure were inspected visually. No 

significant deterioration was discovered. 

The deck and superstructure gelcoat should be compounded and waxed. Minor chips, scratches and 

crazes (on the foredeck and by the cockpit coaming) should be ground out and filled with matching 

gelcoat. 

The mast and standing was inspected from deck level. All appeared to be in good condition. 

 Before offshore sailing a light and man-over-board pole should be attached to the lifering. 

 No up to date flares were found aboard. An up to date set of US Coast Guard approved flares, should 

be aboard. 

The pulpits and lifelines were inspected. They all appeared to be in good condition and to be well 

secured to the deck. 

The sheet and halyard winches were inspected. They appear to be in serviceable condition. The winches 

should be cleaned and lubricated. 

A traditional magnetic compass should be installed. (The electronic compass will not operate without 

power). 

Before offshore sailing the compass should be swung. An up to date deviation card should be aboard. 
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The lifejackets were found to be in serviceable condition. They are adequate in number for a vessel of 

this size. One jacket, of the proper size, should always be carried for each person aboard. 

The anchors were found to be in serviceable condition. They are adequate in size for the vessel. 

The small boat was inspected. It appeared to be in serviceable condition. The outboard motor should be 

serviced.. 

An adequate emergency tiller was noted aboard. 

The winch covers are in poor condition. They should be repaired, or be replaced. 

TOPSIDES AND BOTTOM 

The topsides and bottom were inspected. All appeared to be in good condition with the following 

exceptions, findings and recommendations: The topsides appear to be in fair condition. Minor chips and 

scratches should be ground out and touched up with matching paint. 

External inspection of the through-hull fittings revealed all to be in good condition. 

There is no sign of electrolysis damage. The fittings appear to be well secured to the hull. 

The bottom paint is in apparent good condition. The bottom appears to have recently been repainted. 

The propeller and shaft were inspected. All appeared to be in good condition and to be tracking true. 

The rudder and rudder bearing were inspected. All appeared to be in good condition with only normal 

signs of wear. 

This vessel was inspected in dry-dock without making removals to expose parts concealed. It is the 

opinion of the surveyor that the vessel is in structurally sound and in satisfactory condition for intended 

service as a yacht. 

This survey is based on the facts presented and discovered, based on opinion, with no warranty either 

specified or implied. 

Signed without prejudice:  

PAUL R. ANSTEY INC.:          For The Corporation 


